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The Jast fifteen years have seen an increasing
awareness of the importance of ecology in the
teaching of senior bioJogy in our secondary schooJs.
The approach, however, has usuaJly been along
traditional lines with the study of weJl defined
natural communities involving the detailed description of the physical features of the habitat. the
compilation of species lists and an emphasis on
methods for method's sake. This narrow and
academic approach to the study of living communities has tended to bring fieJdwork into disrepute
and, for many students. has obscured the basic
issues involved. More recently, we have seen a
re-emergence of ecology as a fundamental part of
senior biology courses with a more dynamic
approach placing the emphasis on the prinCipJes
iIJustrated by a particular ecoJogicaJ situation
rather than by the rote-learning of isoJated or illassorted facts.

This change in our attitude towards ecology is
but one facet of a widespread reappraisaJ of science
teaching as a whole. The accumulation of facts and
the memorization of delaiJ which has been a
feature of science courses in the past, is seen to
have little meaning for the majority of students and
is recognised as being an unrealistic preparation for
those wishing to advance in science. Modern
science teaching aims at a cultivation of under~
standing with an emphasis on scientific method.
PupiJs are encouraged by open-ended experiments
and originaJ investigations to become personaJly
involved in scientific situations and to develop
powers of independent thought. FieJdwork, more
than any other branch of school science, offers a
chaJlenge to both the gifted and less able student in
providing opportunities for original investigations
.
and true scientific endeavour.

The current emphasis on the principles of
ecology has Jed to the widespread use of the
school grounds as a convenient source of illustrative material. The success many teachers have had
in using such Jocal ecoJogical situations has
removed many of the objections to the study of
more distant communities attempted hitherto.
There stj]] remain. however, many principles which

can be more readily taught by the study of well
established and more complex communities. Concepts of zonation. stratification and succession are
more dearly j]]ustrated in a Jarge-scaJe situation
and such areas aJlow the study of popuJations to be
taken to a more advanced Jeve!. In seJecting sites
for study, care must be taken, as in any branch of
science teaching, to see that the practical work
mustratesa particular principle. develops a certain
concept or reinforces basic ideas. It is most import-

ant that the purpose of the fieJd exercise b~ dearJy
recognised by all those concerned in its execution.

The problems associated with the provision of
worthwhiJe fieldwork within the secondary school
situation are considerable. Large dasses. timetabJe
restrictions. difficulties of transport. scarcity of
reference material pertaining to the local area.
which can be readily understood by pupils. the
commitments of many of the students to sport and
other extra-curricular activities, the demands of
other areas of the examination syllabus and the
shortage of quaJified teachers, all prevent extensive
ecological programmes being undertaken.
In spite of these difficuJties, most schooJs make
detailed studies of natural communities. Surely
few areas in the world can offer the diversity of
habitat studies availabJe to New ZeaJand students;
and throughout the country. areas of forest, swamp.
aJpine tussock, sand dune, wasteJand, freshwater
and rocky shore are being examined by secondary
schooJ groups. Several schools have established
field dubs or make special expeditions during
vacations to study such places as Mayor IsJand,
Little Barrier, North Cape, FiordlaDd. and even
Fiji and the Barrier Reef. In the South IsJand, fieJd
stations have been established to enabJe as many
groups as possible to have the experience of Jiving
and working in natural communities. One hopes

to see the extension of this type of faciJity to other
areas. For aJthough coJd Jogic prodaims that these
studies provide little factual material which could
not be developed in some other way at home, we
must recognise that such excursions bring a wide
range of additional benefits.
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Whatever definition of education we accept, one
of its main aims must surely be to increase the
student's breadth of experience, We must remember that most sixth form students have only a very
limited knowledge of the New Zealand flora and
fauna, and that the great majority of our pupils,
particularly in urban areas. have never experienced

the sounds and smeJIs of dense forest, have never
seen aJpine tussock in the earJy morning sunlight
and have not had the fascination of sorting an
evening pJankton hauL The enthusiasm engendered
by such activities is infectious and onJy through
such first-hand experience can we hope to achieve
the interested and informed pubJic which is one
aim of our teaching.

The value of conununity studies in senior biology
courses lies not only in their inherent interest. but
also in the way in which they serve to provide a
framework for other sections of the work. The
areas of taxonomy, physiology, genetics, behaviour
and evolution, all assume new meaning when
examples are drawn from familiar ecological situations. In breaking down the traditional academic
divisions of biology and in tryiog to avoid an
'abstract presentation. we are making an effort to
cater for those students for whom the sixth form
year represents their last formaJ contact with
bioJogy. With an ever-increasing number of our
students remaining at secondary school for four or
five years. the composition of Qur senior forms is
changing - over 800/0 now require a terminal
course rather than preparation for university
studies.

The social aspects of field trips are no Jess
important than the growth of knowJedge and
experience. Adolescence is often a difficuJt period
in a student's Jife and the community Jiving associated with longer fieJd trips encourages a growth
of mutual understanding, an appreciation of others
and the making of individuaJ adjustments.
It
encourages too, a seose of identity and unity within
the dass which is frequently reflected in improved
performance at schooL Such improvement in the
tone and attitude of a dass foJIowing a weekend or
week-Jong fieJd excursion, more than repays the
effort involved and these social benefits, apart
from the obvious schoJastic gain, make the organisation of a field trip earJy in the year a valuabJe
part of the senior biology course.
A community study offers the chaJIenge of a
major project, its very compJexity demanding

effort and arousing interest. In developing an
understanding of community composition and in
interpreting the functionaJ reJationships of its
constituent populations, students must undertake
extensive research in the field, laboratory and
Jibrary and empJoy the techniques and resources of
other discipJines such as chemistry, physics, history
and geography. The opportunity this gives to draw
together various interests within the school is most
satisfying at a time when speciaJisation is tending
to establishing groups of senior pupils who have
little contact with one another.
The organisation of the trip itself invoJves
students in arranging transport, accommodation,
equipment and food, and frequentJy this alJows
pupils, undistinguished in the classroom, to show
initiative and undertake responsibility. From a
teacher"s point of view, a community study requires

a fresh approach, for it cannot be the teacherdominated situation often found in the classroom.
Individual and group activity must be encouraged
and prior organisation will avoid the need for
detailed instructions in the field. The use of prepared result sheets can do much to make maximum
use of the time availabJe in the field and ensures
the colJection and recording of data in a form suitable for later correJation and anaJysis. The writing
up of fieJdwork shows the need for vaJid methods,
for accuracy in observing and recording, for quantitative data, charts, tabJes and statisticaJ analysis;
and, in providing a permanent record of work
done, an incentive to the student and a purpose to
the exercise which may otherwise be Jacking.
Since time in the fieJd is Jimited, the scope of any
ecoJogical exercise must be dearly defined. UsuaJIy
this wiJ] invoJve the recognition and interpretation
of a pattern with the suggested hypotheses being
tested by more observations or by experiment in
the field or in the laboratory, But whatever the
nature of a particular project, a great deal of
emphasis must be placed on the need to maintain
the community in its natural state. This is, of
course, sound scientific practice but it is also an
essential part of a student's training to respect
Jiving organisms and to disturb them and their
surroundings as JittJe as possible. The danger of
indiscriminate colJecting has been made all too
obvious by the denuding of certain foreshore comw
munities near our major cities and teachers must
stress the need for conservation and incorporate
this into their field exercises.
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What then is the change in our approach to
ecology? A swing away from pureJy descriptive
lieJdwork towards a more questioning and experimental approach aimed at developing an understanding of the basic principles undedying community organisation, has resulted in communities,

popuJations and individual organisms being
studied, not as an end in themselves, but as illustrating a parIicular concept. Students are encouraged to recognise that the unity which exists among
living Ihings at the moJecuJar and ceUular JeveJ may
aJso be seen at the higher levels of biologicaJ organisation. By expJoring new areas and introducing
new ideas. we perhaps can foster in our students
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an interest in pJants and animaJs and an awareness
of the fascination of the communities around them.
In this way we hope to educate a pubJic conscious
of its environment and mindful of iIs responsibility
for maintaining the baJance of Jife within these
communities and the biosphere as a whole. If,
through our teaching of ecology in secondary
schools, we can bring a greater awareness of such
probJems as pest control, sewage disposaJ, soil
erosion and the effects of Jarge-scale deveJopment
projects, then our efforts will have been worthwhiJe; for ecoJogy is more than just a part of a
bioJogy course, ecology is part of an education.

